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Abstract— Few-shot learning aims to learn a well-performing
model from a few labeled examples. Recently, quite a few works
propose to learn a predictor to directly generate model parameter
weights with episodic training strategy of meta-learning and
achieve fairly promising performance. However, the predictor
in these works is task-agnostic, which means that the predictor
cannot adjust to novel tasks in the testing phase. In this article,
we propose a novel meta-learning method to learn how to learn
task-adaptive classifier–predictor to generate classifier weights
for few-shot classification. Specifically, a meta classifier-predictor
module, (MPM) is introduced to learn how to adaptively update
a task-agnostic classifier–predictor to a task-specialized one on
a novel task with a newly proposed center-uniqueness loss
function. Compared with previous works, our task-adaptive
classifier–predictor can better capture characteristics of each
category in a novel task and thus generate a more accurate and
effective classifier. Our method is evaluated on two commonly
used benchmarks for few-shot classification, i.e., miniImageNet
and tieredImageNet. Ablation study verifies the necessity of learn-
ing task-adaptive classifier–predictor and the effectiveness of our
newly proposed center-uniqueness loss. Moreover, our method
achieves the state-of-the-art performance on both benchmarks,
thus demonstrating its superiority.

Index Terms— Few-shot learning, meta-learning, predict clas-
sifier weights, task-adaptive predictor.

I. INTRODUCTION

IMPRESSIVE advances of deep learning in various tasks
[1]–[3] depend on massive labeled data, which provides

abundant information to support the learning of numer-
ous parameters. However, collecting plenty of labeled data
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involves huge labor and cost and is even impossible in
some areas, such as medical imaging and terrorist moni-
toring. Hence, equipping a deep model with the ability to
learn new concepts from a few labeled data is meaning-
ful for practical use. Recently, research topics that attempt
to learn new concepts from limited amount of labeled
data have attracted increasing attention, such as zero-shot
learning [4]–[6], few-shot learning [7], [8], and continual
learning [9], [10]. Facing the same challenge of limited data,
these research topics target different tasks under different set-
tings. Zero-shot learning aims to recognize new concepts with
no labeled data of new concepts provided and few-shot learn-
ing devotes to recognize new concepts from several labeled
data of these concepts, while continual learning focuses on
learning new concepts without forgetting concepts learned
before. This work focuses on few-shot learning.
Few-shot learning is such a research topic that studies

how to learn a new concept from few training data of
this concept and has received significant attention from the
machine learning community. Although humans can easily
learn new concepts from very few examples, it remains a
big challenge for machine learning approaches. In the early
stage, generative approaches [11]–[13] propose to model the
composition of objects from parts using probabilistic graphical
models. These methods work well on simple objects, e.g.,
handwritten digits, but can hardly handle categories with
vast variations. By contrast, powerful deep neural networks
can well deal with complex variations and have favorable
transferability across different tasks [14], [15]. However, in the
setting of few-shot learning, directly training a deep model or
fine-tuning a pretrained deep model with few training data
would cause severe overfitting problem.
Recently, casting few-shot learning as a meta-learning

problem becomes prevalent and has achieved signifi-
cant improvement. Some approaches [16]–[18] learn a
well-generalized model across different few-shot tasks, and
the achieved model is directly applied to novel tasks without
model adaptation. Besides, some optimization-based meta-
learning approaches [7], [19]–[22] aim at a task-specialized
model by learning to optimize model parameters with few
samples from a novel task. Lately, instead of optimizing model
parameters with few shots, some works [23]–[26] directly
learn to predict model parameters given only few samples
of the task. These meta-learning approaches achieve more
impressive performance than the early generative approaches,
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suggesting that meta-learning is a very promising approach to
few-shot learning for its essence of learning to learn. What
to learn, i.e., the designing of meta-learner, is the vital key
and is also the major difference between various meta-learning
methods.
A few latest meta-learning works [23], [24], [26], [27]

dedicate to learning a parameter predictor to directly gener-
ate model weights for few-shot classification. For example,
Li et al. [26] introduced a MetaNet module to generate the
parameter weights of feature encoder to extract more discrim-
inative feature representation. Their promising performance
demonstrates that directly predicting weights of the target
model via a predictor is a superior way to few-shot classifica-
tion. However, the parameter predictor in these works keeps
fixed in the testing stage and is shared by different novel tasks,
i.e., the predictor is task-agnostic. Despite good generalization
performance, the task-agnostic predictor cannot capture the
peculiar characteristic of a novel task. Considering this, in this
work, we propose a novel meta-learning method that learns
how to learn task-adaptive parameter predictor given only few
shots in order to predict more accurate parameter weights for
a novel task.
Given that a task-adaptive parameter predictor should

vary with the categories of a task, we model our
task-adaptive classifier–predictor as a composition of multiple
category-specific generators, each of which is specialized for
one category in a novel task to generate the correspond-
ing classifier weights. Specifically, we propose to update a
universal generator to multiple category-specific generators
to get task-adaptive classifier–predictor. For this purpose,
a novel meta classifier-predictor module (MPM) is introduced
to learn a good universal generator, which is further updated
to multiple category-specific ones with only few shots through
a new loss function named center-uniqueness loss. These
category-specific generators better capture the specific varia-
tion of each category and thus are capable of generating more
accurate classifier weights for a novel task.
Our method is evaluated on two commonly used

benchmarks for few-shot classification problem, i.e., miniIm-
ageNet and tieredImageNet. Comprehensive ablation study-
ing on both datasets shows the necessity of task-adaptive
classifier–predictor and the effectiveness of our proposed
MPM module and the center-uniqueness loss. In addition,
our method achieves state-of-the-art performance on both two
benchmarks.

II. RELATED WORK

Few-shot learning has been studied for decades and
considerable progress has been made up to now. Approaches
for few-shot learning could be roughly categorized into
four kinds: generative approaches, data augmentation
approaches, memory-based approaches, and meta-learning
approaches.

A. Generative Approaches

Most early methods [11]–[13], [28] use generative models
to model geometric configurations of objects. For example,

Li et al. [11] proposed to represent objects by probabilistic
models on local features where the parameters are computed
on seen categories and generalized to novel categories as
prior knowledge. Wong and Yuille [12] proposed to build an
AND–OR graph model to represent objects as a composition
of meaningful images patches based on the assumption that
meaningful patches are shared by seen categories and those
novel categories. Reference [13] proposed Bayesian program
learning to represent concepts as a generative model, building
concepts hierarchically from subparts, parts, and spatial rela-
tions. As these approaches represent objects as a composition
of parts, a large dictionary of common parts shared by all cat-
egories is an essential prerequisite. For unconstrained objects
with vast variations, common parts are hard to define. Hence,
this kind of methods usually perform well on datasets with
limited variations, e.g., handwritten digits, but cannot handle
unconstrained objects with vast variations.

B. Data Augmentation Approaches

The key challenge of few-shot learning lies in lacking data
and sufficient variations. Thus, a direct solution to few-shot
learning is to generate additional data. Traditional skills, e.g.,
flipping, cropping, and color jittering, can achieve the goal
of augmenting data. However, data produced by these ways
have high similarity, leading to limited efficacy. Recently,
a few works [29]–[33] proposed complex parametric models to
generate synthetic data in image domain or in feature domain.
For example, Chen et al. [32] designed a novel image deforma-
tion network, which learns to synthesize additional images by
fusing a pair of reference images. Wang et al. [33] proposed a
GAN-like generator to hallucinate additional training images
from a pair of noise and original image. Chen et al. [30]
proposed a dual TriNet which augments representation in
semantic space by introducing slight perturbation and then
projects augmented representation into feature space. Despite
performance improvement, synthesized data might contain
artifacts and miss the necessary details of real data, which
is the limitation of these kinds of methods. Besides, how to
ensure the diversity of generated data is another big challenge
for data augmentation approaches.

C. Memory-Based Approaches

This kind of methods [25], [34]–[37] exploit
memory-augmented networks [38]–[40] for few-shot learning.
Memory modules in these methods are used to store past
experience or knowledge that can be used for novel tasks.
For instance, Santoro et al. [34] formulated a few-shot
classification task as a sequence classification task and
used an external memory to hold examples seen in the
past and classify new examples. Cai et al. [25] adopted a
memory module to store the encoded contextual information
of a novel task, which is then applied by a contextual
learner to generate parameters of the contextual embedding
architecture. Xu et al. [35] used an external memory to
store the information of large-scale machine-labeled datasets
and extracted useful related information from this external
memory to update another abstraction memory that is
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retrieved to classify new queries. Memory module makes
the network being able to store more useful experience and
knowledge, which is helpful for few-shot learning. However,
how to internalize past experience into memory and how
to utilize the memory are the bottleneck of these methods.
In addition, training a memory-augmented network is also a
challenging problem at present.

D. Meta-Learning Approaches

Lately, quite a few works [18], [19], [22], [25], [41] follow
the paradigm of meta-learning to solve few-shot problems
considering its good generalization ability on novel tasks.
These works optimize a meta-learner with an abundance of
few-shot tasks sampled from the training set, aiming to guide
a learner adapting to a novel task with few shots at the
testing stage. A quite inspiring work MAML [19] proposes
to learn a nice model initialization so that a small number
of update steps with few shots can produce good generaliza-
tion performance on a novel task. To facilitate the training
process that involves high-order derivative, the first-order
approximation is proposed to avoid computing high-order
derivative [20]. Meta-SGD [42] aims to learn an optimizer
as a substitute for traditional SGD, which takes as input
the given several examples and outputs the learning rate and
update the direction of parameters. Some other works [23],
[25]–[27], [41], [43], [44] learn a task-agnostic predictor to
directly predict model parameter weights instead of fine-tuning
them like in MAML [19] and Meta-SGD [42]. For example,
Qiao et al. [43] learned a category-agnostic predictor, which
transforms the activation of few examples to classifier weights.
Gidaris and Komodakis [23] proposed to use a denoising
autoencoder network to generate classifier weights for novel
categories with a few given samples. Li et al. [26] introduced
a novel module named MetaNet to predict the weights of
the feature extractor from few shots to extract task-dependent
feature representation.
There are also some works, such as MatchingNet-

work [16], PrototypicalNetwork [17], RelationNetwork [18],
TADAM [24], and MetaMetric [8], [45], which endeavor to
learn a task-agnostic or task-adaptive metric in meta-learning
manner under which the nearest neighbor classifier could
be built for unseen categories. For instance, RelationNet-
work [18] learns to learn a task-agnostic deep distance metric
generalized well to novel tasks. MetaMetric [45] learns a
task-adaptive metric via training a meta-learner to fine-tune
the parameters of a metric-based model. Recent [8] builds up
a probabilistic-based classifier by calculating the probabilities
of queries sampling from bias-eliminated category-specific dis-
tributions estimated via variational inference, which is proven
to be an extension of weighted Euclidean distance metric.
The core essence of meta-learning approaches lies in learn-

ing to learn and quick adaption to novel data, and this makes
it achieve quite promising performance on few-shot tasks.

III. METHOD

In this section, we first give the problem definition of
few-shot classification and then introduce our basic idea

followed by the detailed description of our proposed method.
Finally, intensive discussions are provided to present the
differences of our method from the existing methods.

A. Problem Definition

The goal of few-shot classification is to learn a good
classification model from a few labeled examples. It is usu-
ally formulated as an N-way K -shot classification task, i.e.,
recognizing N categories given K samples per category, and
K is usually very small, e.g., 1 and 5.
Generally, in a typical meta-learning setting for few-shot

classification problems, three types of datasets are needed: a
meta-training set, a meta-validation set, and a meta-testing
set. The process of training is conducted on a series of
episodes. Each episode is an N-way K -shot task sampled
from the meta-training set and contains two parts: a sup-
port set containing K examples for each of the sampled
N categories and a query set containing examples of the
N categories to be classified. The objective of training is
to minimize classification error over different tasks to learn
a meta-learner that learns how to learn a well-performing
model from few labeled examples. In the validation or testing
phase, a number of N-way K -shot tasks are randomly sampled
from the meta-validation or meta-testing set, and the averaged
classification accuracy on these tasks is taken as the final
performance on few-shot classification.

B. Basic Idea

Our goal is to learn a classifier–predictor to generate
classifier weights from few samples. The first step is to
model the classifier–predictor, i.e., the relationship between
classifier weights and few samples. It is well known that the
embeddings of images in the same category spatially cluster
around the corresponding classifier weights. Based on the
observation that the embeddings and classifier weights for
different categories have a similar structure, Qiao et al. [43]
modeled a category-agnostic generator T parameterized by θ ,
denoted as Tθ , to transform feature embeddings to the classifier
weights given a good feature extractor, which is formulated as
follows:

wn = Tθ (zn), zn = E(In) (1)

where In is an image of the nth category, zn is the normalized
feature embedding of In extracted by feature extractor E , and
wn is the normalized classifier weights corresponding to the
nth category. With the classifier weights {wn |n = 1, . . . , N},
a classifier can be formed as follows:

p(y = i |I) = e〈z,wi 〉∑N
n=1 e〈z,wn〉 . (2)

In [43], the generator Tθ is learned on seen categories in
the training set and generalized to novel categories. However,
as we all know, different categories have different intraclass
variations. Despite good generalization, a category-agnostic
generator is certainly a compromise for all categories. This
means that a category-agnostic generator can only capture
the common variations shared by different categories at a
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Fig. 1. Overview of our method consisting of three parts: an encoder E to extract informative feature, an MPM to adapt a universal generator Tθ to
category-specific ones {Tθn |n = 1, . . . , N} building up our task-adaptive classifier–predictor, and a classifier C for final classification. The parameters of
classifier C are predicted by those category-specific generators {Tθn |n = 1, . . . , N} (best viewed in color).

coarse level, for example, translation and affine transfor-
mation. It ignores the discrepancy on intraclass variation
between different categories, for example, rigid object Build-
ing and nonrigid object Dog. Hence, there should be another
category-specific mapping function Gn parameterized by φn ,
denoted as Gφn , to capture the individual variation of the nth
category at a fine-grained level, which can be formulated as
follows:

wn = Gφn (Tθ (zn)) � Tθn (zn). (3)

With the above idea, we propose to learn category-specific
generators, i.e., task-adaptive classifier–predictor, to predict
the classifier weights for novel tasks. In a nutshell, a novel
MPM is introduced as the meta-learner to learn how to
learn category-specific generators with few shots for a given
task. To be specific, given an N-way K -shot task T with
a support set S = {(Ikn,Y k

n )|n = 1, . . . , N; k = 1, . . . , K },
the MPM learns to update a universal generator Tθ to multiple
category-specific ones {Tθn |n = 1, . . . , N} with the given sup-
port set under the guide of a newly proposed center-uniqueness
loss function, i.e.,

{Tθ1, . . . , TθN } = MPM
(
Tθ ,

{
zkn|n = 1, . . . , N; k = 1, . . . , K

})
(4)

where Ikn is the kth sample of the nth category, Y k
n is the

ground-truth label of Ikn , and zkn = E(Ikn) is the normal-
ized embedding of Ikn . Each generator Tθn is specialized for
an unseen category to generate the corresponding classifier
weights wn from embeddings of few samples and thus can
capture the peculiar characteristics of that novel category.
Therefore, the classifier built up by these generated classifier
weights {wn|n = 1, . . . , N} can perform well on the novel
task.

C. Framework

As shown in Fig. 1, the overall network of our method
consists of three parts: an encoder E to extract informative

feature embeddings, the newly introduced MPM to learn
task-adaptive classifier–predictor, and a classifier C for final
classification. The parameter weights of the final classifier are
predicted by the task-adaptive classifier–predictor learned by
MPM. Briefly speaking, our MPM learns a good universal
generator Tθ and also learns how to adaptively update it to
multiple category-specific ones {Tθn |n = 1, . . . , N} with the
novel center-uniqueness loss.
What to be learned in the training phase are the encoder E

and the universal generator Tθ and how to quickly update the
universal generator Tθ to category-specific ones. To optimize
them, we employ a two-stage training pipeline, such as [27]
and [43]. In the first stage, the encoder E is optimized
with a conventional classification objective on the whole
meta-training set. In the second stage, the learned encoder
E keeps fixed and the newly introduced module MPM is
optimized to obtain a good universal generator Tθ , which
can be easily updated to well-performing category-specific
generators. Similar to other meta-learning methods including
MAML [19], Reptile [20], and Meta-SGD [42], we adopt
the meta-training strategy, i.e., alternate optimization between
inner loop and outer loop, to optimize the MPM module.
The optimization in the inner loop and outer loop plays
different roles. The optimization in the inner loop learns the
learner, i.e., category-specific generators for a given task;
The optimization in the outer loop learns the meta-learner,
i.e., the universal generator across a variety of sampled tasks.
Through iterative inner loop and outer loop optimization,
finally, a universal generator Tθ that can be easily updated
to category-specific generators will be obtained.
Specifically, at each iteration, a batch of few-shot tasks are

sampled from meta-training set. Category-specific generators
of each task are first initialized with the universal generator Tθ .
Then, in the inner loop, category-specific generators of each
task are updated through gradient descent by minimizing the
sum of the cross-entropy loss and a novel center-uniqueness
loss. In the outer loop, the universal generator Tθ is updated by
back-propagating gradients from category-specific generators
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Fig. 2. Illustration of learning category-specific generators of the classifier–predictor in inner loop. All category-specific generators {Tθn |n = 1, . . . , N} are
all initialized with the given universal generator Tθ and then optimized by minimizing the sum of the classification loss LScls and the center-uniqueness loss
LSuni computed on the support set (best viewed in color).

of all sampled tasks to obtain a new universal generator.
After multiple iterations over a variety of tasks, the universal
generator Tθ would converge to an optimized one that is
beneficial for all tasks to get their category-specific generators.
1) Learn Category-Specific Generators in Inner Loop:

As analyzed before, category-specific generators can better
capture the individual characteristics of each category than a
universal one. In this step, our MPM updates category-specific
generators {Tθn |n = 1, . . . , N} initialized with the universal
generator Tθ , as shown in Fig. 2. The universal generator Tθ

and the category-specific generator Tθn are parameterized by
θ and θn , respectively.
As the classifier weights predicted by category-specific

generators {Tθn |n = 1, . . . , N} serve as the parameters of the
classifier for final classification, it is essential to make sure
that the predicted classifier is discriminating. Conventionally,
similar to MAML [19], Reptile [20], and LEO [22], the cross-
entropy loss LS

cls computing on the support set S is used to
ensure the discrimination power of predicted classifier weights,
which takes the form

LS
cls(C�) = avg

(
N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

−logp(y = Y k
n

∣∣Ikn;C�

))
(5)

where C� is the classifier predicted by the current
category-specific generators parameterized by � =
[θ1, . . . , θN ] and p(y = i |I;C�) stands for the probability
that the image I with embedding z belongs to the i th
category predicted by C�. The probability p(y = i |I;C�) is
computed from a softmax over cosine similarities between
the embedding and predicted classifier weights, i.e.,

p(y = i |I;C�) = e〈z,wi 〉/τ∑N
n=1 e〈z,wn〉/τ , � = [θ1, . . . , θN ] (6)

where τ is the temperature hyperparameter and the classifier
weights wn is obtained by averaging multiple predictions from
multiple shots formulated as

wn = 1

K

K∑
k=1

w̃k
n, w̃k

n = Tθn

(
zkn

)
. (7)

As only a few examples are given in support set, if we
directly minimize the objective function in (5), the category-
specific generators {Tθn |n = 1, . . . , N} would be easy to
overfit the given samples, leading to a biased solution. To get
more accurate category-specific generators, we propose a novel
center-uniqueness loss function LS

uni to regularize the update
direction of these category-specific generators.
First, the classifier weights predicted from different samples

should be as identical and unique as possible

Tθn

(
zin

) = Tθn

(
z jn

) = wn (8)

where zin and z jn are two samples of the nth category. Besides,
the classifier weights wn is the center of the nth category
when all embeddings are normalized to a unit hypersphere
as discussed in [46]. Also, the center wn can be seen as a
prototype sample of the nth category. Therefore, following (8),
if this special sample wn is fed into the generator Tθn ,
the predicted classifier weights should be itself, that is to
say, wn is a fixed point of the corresponding category-specific
generator Tθn , i.e.,

Tθn (wn) = wn. (9)

From (8) and (9), we can further derive that

Tθn

(
zkn

) = Tθn

(
Tθn

(
zkn

))
∀ k ∈ {1, . . . , K } ∀ n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. (10)

Based on (8) and (10), our novel center-uniqueness
loss function LS

uni is designed as a combination of the two
terms LS

eq and L S
fix , i.e.,

LS
uni(C�) = αLS

eq(C�) + βLS
fix(C�) (11)

LS
eq(C�) = avg

⎛⎝ N∑
n=1

K∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

∥∥Tθn

(
zin

) − Tθn

(
z jn

)∥∥2
2

⎞⎠ (12)

LS
fix(C�) = avg

(
N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

∥∥Tθn

(
zkn

) − Tθn

(
Tθn

(
zkn

))∥∥2
2

)
(13)

where α and β are hyperparameters to balance two terms.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of updating the universal generator in outer loop. The universal generator Tθ is updated by minimizing classification error on the query
set given the category-specific generators {Tθn |n = 1, . . . , N} optimized in the inner loop (best viewed in color).

Eventually, the overall loss function for optimizing the
category-specific generators is formulated as the sum of
cross-entropy loss LS

cls and center-uniqueness loss LS
uni as

follows:
min

�=[θ1,...,θN ] LS
inner(C�) = LS

cls(C�) + LS
uni(C�) (14)

where LS
cls aims for discrimination ability and LS

uni ensures
the robustness and consistency of the classifiers predicted
from different few samples. By minimizing the overall loss
in (14), the category-specific generators {Tθn |n = 1, . . . , N}
parameterized by {θn|n = 1, . . . , N} can be obtained.
Specifically, all category-specific generators {Tθn |n =

1, . . . , N} are first initialized with the universal one Tθ and
then are updated using the gradient descent algorithm by
minimizing the overall loss in (14), i.e.,{

θ0n = θ

θ tn = θ t−1n − ζ∇θnLS
inner(C�)

(15)

where θ tn represents θn at the t th update step. In the case of
only one update step, the update process can be simplified as

θn = θ − ζ∇θnLS
inner(C�)|θn=θ . (16)

In this way, parameters {θn|n = 1, . . . , N} of category-specific
generators {Tθn |n = 1, . . . , N} are updated from the same
starting point θ toward their respective optimal solutions. After
several steps of gradient descent, optimal category-specific
generators in expectation are obtained.
2) Update Universal Generator in Outer Loop: Similar to

MAML [19], Reptile [20], and LEO [22], the universal genera-
tor Tθ is optimized across many tasks randomly sampled from
the meta-training set. To be specific, the universal generator
Tθ is randomly initialized at the beginning. At each iteration,
i.e., one circle of inner loop and outer loop, a batch of tasks
T are randomly sampled from the meta-training set, each of
which consists of a support set S and a query set Q. The
universal generator Tθ is first adapted to category-specific ones
{Tθn |n = 1, . . . , N} for each task based on the support set
S in inner loop. As the adapting process is differentiable,
the universal generator Tθ is further updated via SGD by
minimizing the classification error of learned category-specific
generators {Tθn |n = 1, . . . , N} of all sampled tasks on their

query set Q. The outer loop aims for an updated universal gen-
erator Tθ that is more beneficial for learning category-specific
generators. The objective of updating the universal generator
Tθ is formulated as follows:

minθ

∑
T ∼p(T )

LQ
outer(C�)

=
∑

T ∼p(T )

LQ
outer

(
C[

θ−ζ∇θnLS
inner(C�)

∣∣
θn=θ

])
=

∑
T ∼p(T )

1

M

M∑
m=1

−logp(y = Y q
m
∣∣Iqm;C�

)
(17)

where Y q
m is the ground-truth label of Iqm in query set Q and

C� is the classifier with the classifier weights predicted by
the learned category-specific generators {Tθn |n = 1, . . . , N}
as parameters. An illustration of updating Tθ in outer loop is
shown in Fig. 3.
Overall, by optimizing category-specific generators in inner

loop and updating the universal generator in outer loop across
different tasks, we can obtain our MPM that not only learns
a good universal generator Tθ for easy adaptation but also
learns how to adaptively update this universal generator to
multiple category-specific ones {Tθn |n = 1, . . . , N} quickly
and accurately for a novel task with the newly proposed
center-uniqueness loss. The algorithm of training our MPM
is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Given a novel task in the testing phase, as described in

Algorithm 2, the embeddings of few samples in support set
are first extracted by the encoder E . With the embeddings of
samples in support set, our MPM updates the learned universal
generator to category-specific ones in few steps. Each of these
generators is specialized for an unseen category in the task
and is used to predict the corresponding classifier weights.
Then, the classifier for this novel task is constructed with the
predicted classifier weights as parameters to recognize new
queries.

D. Discussion

Our proposed approach lies in the line of exploiting
meta-learning to learn to predict target model weights. Com-
pared with other methods lying in this line [23], [24], [26],
[43], the classifier–predictor of our method is task-adaptive,
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Algorithm 1 Training Algorithm of MPM
Require: p(T ): distribution over tasks
Require: U, ζ, η, α, β: hyperparameters
Require: E : trained encoder which keeps fixed
1: randomly initialize parameters θ
2: while not done do
3: Sample batch of few shot tasks T ∼ p(T )
4: for each task T do
5: Initialize {θn}Nn=1 with θ , � = [θ1, . . . , θN ]
6: for 0 < t < U do � Inner loop
7: Compute LS

inner (C�) using Eq. (14)
8: Update θ tn = θ t−1n − ζ∇θnLS

inner (C�)
9: end for
10: Compute LQ

outer(C�) using Eq. (17)
11: end for
12: Update θ = θ − η∇θ

∑
T LQ

outer (C�) � Outer loop
13: end while

Algorithm 2 Testing Algorithm
Require: E, Tθ : trained encoder and universal generator
Require: U, ζ, α, β: hyperparameters
Require: T : a task with support set S and a query q
1: Extract feature embeddings using encoder E
2: Initialize {θn}Nn=1 with θ , � = [θ1, . . . , θN ]
3: for 0 < t < U do � Finetune
4: Compute LS

inner (C�) using Eq. (14)
5: Update θ tn = θ t−1n − ζ∇θnLS

inner (C�)
6: end for
7: Compute classifier weights using Eq. (7)
8: Classify q using Eq. (6)

i.e., determined adaptively by tasks. The most related works
to ours are MAML [19], [43]. Learning a universal generator
and then adaptively updating it to category-specialized ones
in our method can also be seen as learning an initialization
and fine-tuning further for novel tasks, such as MAML [19].
However, MAML [19] directly fine-tunes the model para-
meters for novel tasks. Differently, our MPM optimizes and
fine-tunes the predictor of classifier weights, which has higher
similarity between different tasks [43] and thus is easier to
adapt to novel tasks than MAML [19]. As for [43] which
also learns to predict classifier weights from few samples,
its classifier–predictor is a universal generator shared by all
unseen categories in novel tasks. This implicitly assumes
that all categories have the same intraclass variation, which
apparently hardly holds especially for those vastly different
categories, such as Building and Dog. By contrast, our MPM,
able to adaptively learn specialized generators for each unseen
category in novel tasks, is naturally a better way to predict an
accurate classifier.
On the other hand, our method can also be seen as

learning task-adaptive metric as the classification of a query
sample is determined by its cosine similarity with pre-
dicted classifier weights. Compared with existing methods
[16]–[18] which learn a task-agnostic metric, our method
able to learn specialized metrics for novel tasks is superior

for few-shot classification. Compared with [45] which also
learns task-adaptive metric by fine-tuning the parameters of
a metric-based model, our method fine-tunes the classifier–
predictor, which has higher similarity between different tasks
and thus is more easier to adapt to novel tasks. In addition,
our method is applicable for both one-shot and multiple-shot
scenario, while [45] can only work in multiple-shot scenarios.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate our method on two commonly used benchmarks
for few-shot classification, i.e., miniImageNet and tieredIma-
geNet. Details about datasets and experimental settings are
introduced next, followed by a comprehensive ablation study
and comparison with the state-of-the-art methods. Finally,
we give some visualization results for a better understanding
of our method.

A. Datasets

1) miniImageNet: This dataset, originally proposed in [16],
is a subset randomly sampled from ILSVRC12 [47]. It con-
tains 100 categories with 600 images per category. To compare
with other works fairly, we follow the splits proposed in
[21], which splits all 100 categories into three subsets. One
split with 64 categories is used as meta-training set for
training. The other two splits are used as meta-validation
set and meta-testing set containing 16 and 20 categories,
respectively.
2) tieredImageNet: This dataset is proposed in [48] for

few-shot classification. It is a larger subset with 608 categories
of ILSVRC12 [47]. All 608 categories are grouped into
34 broader categories corresponding to 34 high-level nodes in
the ImageNet hierarchy [49]. Each broader category contains
about 10–30 categories with around 1300 images per category.
It is also split into three subsets: a meta-training set, a meta-
validation set, and a meta-testing set with 20, 6, and 8 broader
categories, respectively. Categories in three splits are totally
different making this dataset more challenging.

B. Experimental Setting

1) Model Configuration: For fair comparison, following
existing works [17], [22], [27], [43], we select three archi-
tectures for the encoder E : a shallow convolutional net-
work denoted as ConvNet4 and two larger networks, namely,
ResNet12 [50] and WRN-28-10 [51]. The details about these
three architectures are described as follows.
ConvNet4 is made up of four convolutional blocks, each

of which contains four layers with the order of CONV-
BN-RELU-MaxPool. All convolutional layers have 64 filters.
Following [27], the RELU layer in the last block is removed
for better performance. Images are resized to the resolution of
84×84 and the output of the last block is flattened into 1600-D
representation. ResNet12 contains four residual blocks, each
of which is composed of three convolutional building blocks
and a shortcut connection. Each convolutional building block
comprises three layers with the order of BN-RELU-CONV.
Each residual block is followed by a max-pooling layer. The
number of filters of convolutional layers in four residual
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TABLE I

ABLATION STUDY. COMPARISON OF BASELINE METHODS WITH CONVNET4 AS ENCODER. ALL ACCURACY RESULTS ARE AVERAGED
OVER 600 TEST EPISODES AND REPORTED WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

blocks is 64, 128, 256, and 512, respectively. Considering
larger capacity of ResNet12, images are resized to a higher
resolution of 112 ×112 and encoded as 512-D representation.
WRN-28-10 is a wider and deeper network with 28 convolu-
tional layers. For details of WRN-28-10, please refer to [51].
With WRN-28-10 as the encoder, input images are resized to
112× 112 and encoded as 640-D representation.
In all experiments, all generators, including Tθ and

{Tθn |n = 1, . . . , N}, are modeled as one fully connected layer
for simplicity.

2) Training Details: As said before, we employ a two-stage
training pipeline as in [27], i.e., training the encoder in the
first stage and then training MPM with the encoder fixed
in the second stage. When training the encoder in the first
stage, dropout with pkeep = 0.4 is used inside each residual
block, especially for WRN-28-10. In the second stage of
training MPM, the classification error of queries in the outer
loop is computed over all categories in the meta-training
set, i.e., 64 categories for miniImageNet, instead of sampled
N novel categories. The corresponding classifier weights of
novel categories are predicted and the remaining classifier
weights are from the first stage. This way makes the clas-
sifier weights predicted by category-specific generators more
accurate, leading to better performance. In one-shot scenario,
as there is only one sample per category in support set, the first
term Leq of center-uniqueness loss Luni becomes constant
zero and ineffective in learning category-specific generators.
To alleviate this problem, we flip the samples in support set
horizontally so that each category has two samples making the
term Leq take effect.
In the whole training phase, we only use the meta-training

set as training data and the meta-validation set is used to tune
hyperparameters. Two skills, i.e., random crop and random
horizontal flip, are used to augment training data. For training
our model, we use an SGD optimizer with momentum 0.9 and
weight decay 0.0005. The initial learning rate η for outer
loop optimization is set to 0.1 and decayed by 0.1 for every
15000 iterations. The learning rate ζ for inner loop optimiza-
tion keeps 1.0 and the number of update steps U in the inner
loop is set to 2. The hyperparameter α is empirically set to
1.0 in all experiments. Also, the hyperparameter β is set to
2.5 and 5 for miniImageNet and tieredImageNet, respectively.
As both the outer loop and inner loop involve optimiza-

tion, updating parameters of Tθ needs to compute high-order
gradients. To alleviate computing complexity, we use

first-order approximation [19] instead of high-order gradients
in our implementation. All experiments are performed using
PyTorch.
3) Testing Details: For a fair comparison, we follow the

same evaluation setting used by other methods. To be specific,
600 tasks are randomly sampled from the meta-testing set,
with each task containing 15 queries per category in both
five-way one-shot and five-way five-shot scenarios. Averaged
top-1 classification accuracy over these 600 tasks represents
the final performance of methods on few-shot classification.

C. Ablation Study

We perform ablation study on both two datasets to assess
the effectiveness of our method, including the effect of our
MPM used to learn category-specific generators and each term
Lcls, Leq, Lfix in the overall loss function L inner. Here, we use
two methods as our baseline: MAML [19], and [43]. MAML
[19] learns a good model initialization and fine-tunes model
parameters for novel tasks. Method [43] trains a universal gen-
erator shared by all categories, i.e., a task-agnostic classifier–
predictor, to predict classifier weights. Comparison results are
shown in Table I. All the results in Table I are obtained using
ConvNet4 as the encoder.
As can be seen, on miniImageNet, the method [43] performs

better than MAML [19] by learning a universal generator to
generate classifier weights. On tieredImageNet, the improve-
ment of [43] over MAML [19] is slightly lower than on
miniImageNet, as the differences between the categories in
training and testing sets of tieredImageNet are larger and a
universal generator learned from training categories cannot
promise accurate classification on testing categories. Besides
our method, we also evaluate a variant of our method named
MPM-S, which learns a task-adaptive but category-agnostic
classifier–predictor through updating a universal generator
Tθ to one single adaptive generator instead of multiple
category-adaptive generators in the inner loop. As can be seen,
both MPM-S and MPM outperform [43] demonstrating the
effectiveness of task-adaptive classifier–predictor. In addition,
the performance of MPM is higher than MPM-S demonstrating
the superiority of category-specific generators.
To investigate the effectiveness of our proposed loss terms

Leq and Lfix, we evaluate our MPM with different loss terms.
As can be seen from Table I, compared with “MPM +
Lcls” only using cross-entropy loss Lcls, the performance
of our MPM can be improved by combining either one of
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TABLE II

INVESTIGATION OF CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN GENERATORS
AND CATEGORIES. ALL THE RESULTS ARE OBTAINED

WITH CONVNET4 AS ENCODER

Leq and Lfix with Lcls (see “MPM + Lcls + Leq” and
“MPM + Lcls + Lfix”). As expected, our method “MPM
+ Lcls + Leq + Lfix” performs best with all three terms,
demonstrating the effectiveness of our newly proposed loss
terms Leq and Lfix. Furthermore, with these two loss terms to
train the task-agnostic classifier–predictor mentioned in [43],
the method [43] is also improved by a large margin, verifying
the effectiveness and generalization ability of the proposed
loss terms Leq and Lfix again.
As our method learns category-specific generators, there

will be N generators for an N-way task in the testing phase.
Despite multiple generators, our method is totally different
from ensemble strategy because only one generator is used for
each category in our method instead of an ensemble of mul-
tiple ones. Nevertheless, we also conduct a comparison with
ensemble of multiple category-agnostic generators from [43].
As can be seen from Table II, our method still outperforms
“Ensemble of [43].” To further validate the correspondence
between categories and generators of our method learned,
we randomly pick one generator for each category from
N learned category-specific ones denoted as “RandomOne.”
Significant performance drop of “RandomOne” demonstrates
that each category-specific generator of our method learned
well match each novel category in a given novel task.

D. Evaluation of Hyperparameters

To investigate the impact of hyperparameters, we evaluate
the performance of our method with respect to different
choices of important hyperparameters, including the learning
rate ζ in the inner loop and the update steps U in the inner
loop. The experiments are conducted on the miniImageNet
dataset with ConvNet4 as the encoder. Experimental results
are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. As can be seen, the performance
of our method keeps fairly stable with different choices of
hyperparameters within a wide range (learning rate: [0.5, 5.0]
and update steps: [1, 5]). This also demonstrates that the
improvement of our method mainly comes from our new MPM
module and center-uniqueness loss, verifying their effective-
ness again.

E. Comparison With State-of-the-Art Works

We compare our method with state-of-the-art works,
including optimization-based meta-learning methods such
as MAML [19], LEO [22], and recent MetaTransfer [7],
metric-based meta-learning methods such as PrototypicalNet-
work [17], TADAM [24], and recent [8], and predictor-based
meta-learning methods such as [23], [27], and [43]. Among

Fig. 4. Performance of our MPM with respect to different learning rates in
inner loop.

Fig. 5. Performance of our MPM with respect to different update steps in
inner loop.

them, [43] with a universal generator is mostly related to ours
and can be considered as a baseline of our method.
1) Performance on miniImageNet: From Table III, we can

see that with ConvNet4 as the encoder, our method brings a
significant improvement over baseline [43], i.e., 3% improve-
ment in one-shot scenario and 6% improvement in five-shot
scenario. Also, our method outperforms all methods that use
the same architecture except for [52]. Although our method
underperforms [52] slightly in a one-shot scenario, it gets
more than 3% improvement in the five-shot scenario, mainly
because more examples make the center-uniqueness loss work
better leading to a more accurate classifier. Besides, with
ConvNet4 as the encoder, our method even outperforms sev-
eral methods [27], [53] with deeper ResNet12 as the encoder
in both one- and five-shot scenarios. Moreover, with deeper
ResNet12 as the encoder, our method achieves the state-of-the-
art performance in both scenarios, illustrating the superiority
of our MPM.
2) Performance on tieredImageNet: Experimental results

on tieredImageNet are shown in Table IV. As can be seen,
with ConvNet4 as the encoder, our method brings about
3% improvement over our baseline method [43]. Besides,
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Fig. 6. t-SNE visualization of classifier weights predicted by task-agnostic classifier–predictor [43] and our task-adaptive classifier–predictor. Each black
box shows three randomly sampled tasks that involve the same five categories with different support sets. Classifier weights of three tasks are visualized in
triangles, circles, and squares, respectively. Different categories are shown in different colors. Points represent feature embeddings (best viewed in color).
(a) Five-way one-shot scenario. (b) Five-way five-shot scenario.

TABLE III

COMPARISON WITH THE STATE OF THE ARTS ON MINIIMAGENET. ALL

ACCURACY RESULTS ARE AVERAGED OVER 600 TEST EPISODES. “−”
MEANS NOT REPORTED. “_” MEANS BASELINE AND BOLD MEANS

BEST. †: USING ALSO THE VALIDATION SET FOR TRAINING

our method outperforms [23], [43] which both learn a
task-agnostic classifier–predictor, verifying the necessity and
effectiveness of learning task-adaptive classifier–predictor.
In addition, the performance of our method is superior to
other methods with the same architecture as well. Further-
more, on this more challenging dataset, our method with
WRN-28-10 as the encoder achieves the state-of-the-art per-
formance demonstrating the superiority of our method again.

TABLE IV

COMPARISON WITH STATE OF THE ARTS ON TIEREDIMAGENET. ALL

ACCURACY RESULTS ARE AVERAGED OVER 600 TEST EPISODES. “−”
MEANS NOT REPORTED. “_” MEANS BASELINE AND BOLD MEANS

BEST. †: USING ALSO THE VALIDATION SET FOR TRAINING

F. Visualization

We visualize the classifier weights predicted by the
task-agnostic classifier–predictor mentioned in [43] and by
our proposed task-adaptive classifier–predictor in Fig. 6. Each
black box shows three randomly sampled tasks that involve the
same five categories with different support sets. The classifier
weights of three tasks are visualized in different shapes. As can
be seen, classifier weights predicted by our task-adaptive
classifier–predictor are closer to the center of categories in
both one- and five-shot scenarios, i.e., more accurate than
the task-agnostic classifier–predictor [43], demonstrating the
superiority of our task-adaptive classifier–predictor.
To better understand the effect of our proposed loss terms

Leq and Lfix, we also visualize the classifier weights predicted
by our MPM with different loss functions in Fig. 7. As can
be seen, the classifier weights predicted by our MPM with the
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Fig. 7. Visualization of classifier weights predicted by our MPM with different loss items. Three randomly sampled tasks are illustrated in both five-way
one-shot scenario and five-way five-shot scenario. Classifier weights predicted by “MPM + Lcls,” “MPM + Lcls + Lfix,” and “MPM + Lcls + Lfix + Leq,”
are, respectively, visualized with triangles, squares, and stars. Different categories are shown in different colors. Points represent feature embeddings (best
viewed in color). (a) Five-way one-shot scenario. (b) Five-way five-shot scenario.

Fig. 8. t-SNE visualization of classifier weights predicted by our method in the five-way K -shot scenario, K = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Five tasks in each row involve
the same five randomly sampled categories with different shots. Different categories are shown in different colors. Points and triangles represent feature
embeddings and classifier weights, respectively. Images floating over points are the samples nearest to the predicted classifier weights (best viewed in color).

proposed loss terms are getting more accurate, demonstrating
the positive effect of these two loss terms in regularizing the
update direction of category-specific generators.

Fig. 8 shows the classifier weights predicted by our method
in one-, two-, three-, four-, and five-shot scenarios. Each row
shows five randomly sampled tasks that involve the same
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five categories with different shots. We select images whose
embeddings locate nearest to the classifier weights and draw
them over the points for better understanding. Expectedly,
the predicted classifier weights become more and more accu-
rate with more samples provided in the support set.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we propose a novel meta-learning algorithm
to learn task-adaptive classifier–predictor for few-shot classi-
fication. Our task-adaptive classifier–predictor is composed of
multiple category-specific generators, each of which is spe-
cialized for one unseen category in a novel task and generates
the corresponding classifier weights from few samples of that
category. To learn category-specific generators, a novel MPM
is introduced to learn how to update a universal generator to
category-specific ones under the guide of a newly proposed
center-uniqueness loss function. Each category-specific gener-
ator in the classifier–predictor is specialized for one unseen
category and thus can better capture individual characteristics
of each category and predict an accurate classifier. The state-
of-the-art performance of our method on both miniImageNet
and tieredImageNet verifies the effectiveness of our method
and learning task-adaptive classifier–predictor.

VI. FUTURE WORK

In this work, our framework can predict the classifier
weights given only one shot as input and directly merges the
multiple predictions through average operation when multiple
shots are given. Later, we will explore to mine the relation-
ship between multiple shots to design better alternatives for
merging the predictions from multiple shots. Besides, in this
work, category-specific generators are updated independently
under the guide of the overall loss function. In the future,
we will explore to take the relationships between categories
into consideration for further improvement.
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